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as a result is now bigger than ever. The Yearbook
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away. Brexit is furthermore still a real and ongoing
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In these times of uncertain developments

but certainly not least I recommend reading the

and potential threats the hospitable platform

interview with Rajiv Biswas, the Asia-Pacific Chief

for discussions that the Association offers is

Economist at IHS and guest speaker at ICISA

perhaps more relevant than it has been for a long

meetings. He offers an in-depth observation in

time. Thanks to the active role of our members

the geopolitical and economic risk outlook for the

the Association is flourishing and increasingly

Asia-Pacific region.

recognized as a knowledgeable organization
by our relevant lobby and public relations

I wish you pleasant reading and feel free to contact

counterparts. We welcome the continuing growth

the secretariat if you are interested to learn more

in membership numbers as we do our increased

about ICISA, its members or the industry.

partnerships with our peer associations. I refer to
our latest Yearbook 2015 – 2016, which features

Robert Nijhout, Executive Director
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The ICISA Committee Chairs

Single Risk Committee – Martin Hochstrasser
“In a world where doom and gloom
merchants seem to take centre stage
again, it is important that institutions
like ICISA provide room to discuss
opportunities arising from a changing
market and market dislocations”
Martin Hochstrasser
Chair Single Risk Committee
A few months back, the answer to this questions

Company: XLCatlin

would have been relatively easy. Topics like “trade vs
non-trade” and inherently the definition of Financial

To maintain and improve systems supporting sanctions

Guarantee or “The impact and handling of international

checks and the associated operational risks as well as

sanctions in credit and political risk insurance” would

additional cost remain a hot topic. In turn, the lifting of

have come to mind quickly. With the recent increase

the sanctions against Iran will cater for new business.

of claims activity, the focus has shifted. Economies

Two reasons keep “sanctions” as an agenda item.

vulnerable to the declining commodity prices, oil in

While tremendous improvements have been made over

particular, continue dominating the headlines. Thus,

the last 10 to 15 years, risk management and early

I anticipate that “Threat and Opportunity in Medium

warning indicators remain imperfect and thus “Cycle

& Long Term business” and questions like “How to

Management” continues to be hot topic.

manage the credit cycle” will move into focus.

Independent of where we are in the cycle, ICISA’s
Single Risk Committee will further push the market
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In a world where doom and gloom merchants seem to

survey. Collecting data in cooperation with non-

take centre stage again, it is important that institutions

members to assess and communicate on the

like ICISA provide room to discuss opportunities arising

importance of our market for the world economy

from a changing market and market dislocations.

remains paramount.
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Committee of Underwriters – Nick Walklett
“The meeting encourages open debate
on a variety of topics that can generally
be classified under Countries; Trade
Sectors; specific case studies and
miscellaneous other topics”
Nick Walklett
In the committee of Underwriters there is the opportunity

Chair Committee of Underwriters

to discuss important current matters with fellow

Company: Tokio Marine HCC

professionals that share common business objective s
and face similar challenges. The meetings encourage
open debate on a variety of topics that can generally be

impact on the Oil and Gas sector but a positive effect

classified under Countries; Trade Sectors; specific case

on high energy or fuel consuming sectors. The low price

studies and miscellaneous other topics.

of Oil is having a negative impact particularly on the
Russian economy. The continued decline in the steel

Countries

sector and the likelihood of further claims and delayed

There are a number of Countries that are of interest

payments need our attention. The Retail sector was

but for the recent meetings in Budapest the world

reviewed and the growth of factoring business. There

wide impact of the slow down in China is of particular

was a general review of sectors that have suffered a

concern with the wide ranging impact this may have on

downturn

other economies and sectors. The devaluation of the
Renminbi is going to further exacerbate the position.

Other topics

A follow up review of the position in Greece and the

The other topics that were discussed included: The UK

impact that is having on actual payment experiences

referendum on remaining in the E.U and the impact of

were discussed. Other countries that are down for

a vote to exit, Impact of the Interest rate increase by

discussion are: Brazil, Iran, Dubai and Russia. All of

the FED, the growth of single risk insurance, a further

them have interesting factors to consider. It was also

review of Solvency 11, the use of Guarantees from

useful to have a closer look at the local Hungarian Credit

Parent or other Companies, the identification of risk

insurance market.

where ordering, invoicing, delivery and payment may
be to/from different organisations, Considerations when

Trade sectors

looking at highly geared companies

There are a number of sectors that in the current
economic environment are of particular interest and that
naturally link to some of the country discussions. The
continuing decline in the Oil price is having a significant
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Continuation of the The

ICISA Committee Chairs

Credit Insurance Committee – Pierre Favre

“Topics driven by a Soft Market while
the 4th Industrial Revolution
is arriving”
Pierre Favre
The main prominent topics we will be discussing over

Chair of the Credit Insurance Committee

the next months within the Credit Insurance Committee

Company: AspenRe

are on one hand some recurrent ones and on the other
some new ones more difficult to apprehend. The former

The New Ones

are strongly influenced by the insurance cycles whereas

The Credit insurance industry benefited strongly from

the latter are driven by more fundamental changes link

the 3rd industrial revolution by digitalizing its files in an

to the overall environment, be it the technologic, legal

exemplar way and developing tools like the rating of

or economic & societal ones.

the buyers and more recently of the sectors, allowing a
dynamic pro-active management of the portfolios. The

The Recurrent Ones

4th industrial revolution, with its disruptive innovations

Out of the approximately 60 or more topics that we

as e.g. the financial technology “FinTech” that some

have been revisiting year by year within the committee

foresee already expanding to the insurance industry,

a few topics are resurging. They are almost all typical

is arriving but seems currently to affect more credit

of a soft market or of a benign loss environment to

insurance by adding volatility to the risk landscape

formulate it positively. We will be discussing the request

rather than by changing the industry business model.

for a reduction of self-retention, mainly requested by
financier, and the shortening of the waiting period for

We will be discussing the Legal Entity Identifier (LEI)

a claim. Further we will discuss the list of standard

established recently by the Financial Stability Board

exclusions figuring in the credit insurance policies.

(FSB) and how the credit insurance could take
advantage of such a reference system.

From the supply side, the credit insurers, we will be
discussing the development of credit insurance into

With the current geopolitical turmoil sanctions will

new territories, mainly to the Far East and Middle East.

remain a topic on the agenda.

Fraud, following recent cases that occurred in

Finally from the legal environment, we will continue to

emerging market and developed countries, will remain

follow the developments of the claw back legislation for

on the agenda.

preference payments and this in particular in Germany,
where the period has been extended to 10 years.
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Surety Committee – Roberto Castillo

“In the coming months I expect us
discussing about a few interesting topics
that are affecting our surety world”
Roberto Castillo
A very prominent topic during the next months

Chair of the Surety Committee

will for sure be the publication of the guide to ICC

Company: HannoverRe

uniform rules for contract bonds & model forms that
was presented during this ICISA Spring meeting
in Budapest. This guide has been elaborated in

However, in some cases the line between surety and

cooperation of SFAA, PASA and ICISA which are the

third party liability is not always clear. Hence, there

principal associations representing the surety industry

are some serious threats in this topic, but also a lot of

and will be a fundamental instrument to position the

opportunities for our business. We will take this matter

surety product with principals and contractors.

up in our committee and also have some external
experts sharing their views and experiences with us.

This leads to another topic that may keep the surety
committee busy for the next time. Our product is not

Apart from that there are many topics that are in

necessarily fully accepted yet in all countries, sectors

constant evolution and therefore regularly find their

or by particular principles. By exploring and identifying

way into our agenda, these can be related to solvency,

these areas ICISA could assist in lobbying with certain

regulatory changes, cooperation with other financial

entities and improve the acceptance of the surety

entities, etc.

product with regards to other guarantee providers.
All in all the surety committee is a very vivid and
Another topic we will probably see in our agenda for

diligent group that deals with a huge variety of relevant

some time has to do with environmental and ecological

topics, the goal is that the surety sector in general and

issues. This subject is continuously gaining importance

consequently the ICISA members can benefit from the

for the general public and the different administrations

results of this activity.

that are more and more introducing environmental
covenants within public contracts. There are also
new surety products evolving due to environmental
requirements for a large number of industry sectors.
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New ICISA member - Liberty Mutual,
Interview with Tim Mikolajewski, President, Liberty Mutual Surety

Liberty Mutual Expands its Global
Surety and Credit Capabilities
The members of ICISA warmly welcomed Liberty Mutual as a new member of the association. Tim Mikolajewski, President, Liberty
Mutual Surety, kindly agreed to discuss his company and their expectations as an ICISA member. He further shared some key facts
to position the company.
Liberty Mutual is the 6th largest global property & casualty

the Surety & Fidelity Association of America, the Surety

provider with operations in 30 countries. Liberty Mutual Sure-

Association of Canada, and the Asociacion Mexicana de

ty has offices in seven countries and has bonds in more than

Instituciones de Garantia.”

40 countries. We are the second largest surety in the U.S.
We distribute our contract, commercial and fidelity products

ICISA membership

through agents and brokers. In Europe, Asia, Asia Pacific,

The membership of ICISA is valued by him and his company

The Middle East and Africa, our Liberty Specialty Markets

because the interaction with other global sureties helps to

division provides credit insurance and reinsurance.

promote surety bonds and trade credit insurance around the
world. Both products are key in solving business problems.

‘Getting better surety market data for
each country could be an important goal
for ICISA in the coming years’
He also explained that Liberty Mutual is active in other associations besides ICISA. “As a leading global surety company
we are a member of the Pan-American Surety Association,

Mr. Mikolajewski adds, “The membership will allow access
to better surety premium and loss data for all countries as
well as general country market research. It furthermore gives
us a better understanding of key global trends from a surety,
underwriting, and claims perspective.”

‘Our size and diverse operations
result in a breadth of experience
in large construction and complex
commercial transactions’

About Liberty Mutual Insurance

Mr. Mikolajewski also hopes that by being a member
of ICISA, Liberty Mutual can work closely with other

Liberty Mutual Insurance helps people preserve and protect what they earn,

associations and surety bond members to obtain better data.

build, own and cherish. Keeping this promise means we are there when our

“Getting better surety market data for each country could

policyholders throughout the world need us most. In business since 1912,

be an important goal for ICISA in the coming years.” But he

and headquartered in Boston, Mass., today Liberty Mutual is a diversified

does not only focus on surety. He would like to be involved

insurer with operations in 30 countries and economies around the world. As

in broader discussions within ICISA. “We are interested

of December 31, 2015, the company had $121.707 billion in consolidated

in participating in most committees including the Credit

assets, $102.466 billion in consolidated liabilities, and $37.617 billion in

Insurance Committee, Committee of Underwriters, and of

annual consolidated revenue. Liberty employs more than 50,000 people in

course the Surety Committee.” The present ICISA members

approximately 900 offices throughout the world.

can benefit from the membership of Liberty, as “our size and

You can learn more by visiting www.libertymutualinsurance.com

diverse operations result in a breadth of experience in large
construction and complex commercial transactions.”
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Patrick Barrault,
SCOR Global P&C | Credit and Bond | Chief Underwriting Officer

Car wash… !
Lava Jato ! Car wash. All started in March 2014 when the Brazilian Federal

involved in Lava Jato to bid again for Petrobras’ jobs probably to save as

Police launched an investigation on illegal currency exchange operations

much as possible the Brazilian construction industry.

and money laundering at Petrobras, the public Brazilian oil company

The obvious victim of the scandal is Petrobras itself. Petrobras has lost

is controlled by the Federal Government. It ended up with the biggest

more than two-third of its market value with a gross debt of more than

financial scandal ever in Brazil unveiling a scheme of corruption and

USD 135 billion. Moody’s has even downgraded Petrobras’ credit to junk

fraud designed to embezzle assets from Petrobras. The total corruption

status. In addition, the scandal extended to the banking sector as BTG

commissions involved amounts to USD 2.1 billion and the total impairment

Pactual’s chairman, André Esteves, has been jailed for his involvement in

announced by Petrobras for 2014 is of USD 14.6 billion due to assets

the corruption system.

devaluation.
The current Brazil Economy is suffering from this scandal but also from

‘It ended up with the biggest financial
scandal ever in Brazil unveiling a scheme
of corruption and fraud designed to
embezzle assets from Petrobras’

bad economic indicators. Real GDP growth should land at – 3, 00 % in
2015, inflation is booming at 10, 67 % and private consumption is lifeless
at 0, 5 %. The Brazilian economy should remain under pressure in 2016.

What does it mean for us?
Credit and Surety (Re)Insurers are fearing a systemic loss in the
construction industry. More or less 30 companies are involved in the
scandal and 10 already filed for Chapter 11 and dozens of their executives
are today jailed. Companies like Oderbrecht, Queiroz Galvao, Camargo
Correa, Andrade Gutierrez, OAS, UTC, Alumini, Mendes Junior,…. are

The scheme put in place to extract billions of dollars in bribes and

convinced to have participated in the vast corruption system and to have

kickbacks from Petrobras was very simple. It consisted in increasing

created a cartel. Today, Petrobras is calling several bonds because of

the tendered prices on jobs requested by Petrobras and the difference

liquidity problems despite the fact that some of the contracts are well

was cashed by politicians and officers of sub-contracting private

executed throwing companies in Chapter 11 for cash reasons. Even

companies. Today, more than 30 private companies are involved in the

though, one can think that those bonds will never be paid since Petrobras

scandal and most of their executives are in jail. More than 50 politicians

is judge and be judged in this case but bonds for private beneficiaries

or Congressmen are convinced of bribery and the Labor Party of Dilma

will be. All major Brazilian ceding companies are involved and they face

Roussef is said to have cashed 3 % of all commissions to finance the

difficulties to get reliable information. Reinsurers are currently looking for

recent presidential campaign. Dilma Roussef face calls for impeachment

detailed information and are trying to measure their worse-case scenario.

but she should avoid it. It seems that the Brazilian Constitution says that

In the current environment, things are not easy for each of us. So far, only

a standing President can only be impeached for acts committed during

few claims have been posted and we all believe that Insurance companies

the current term in office. But what about the “Vox Populi”? Her popularity

will do their best in not paying them. The worst scenario is an “insolvency

has fallen to an all-time low 8 % from 42 % in December 2013. Few

domino effect” on constructors and subcontractors devastating the

demonstrations took place and people claiming for Dilma resignation.

Brazilian economy: today it is impossible to assess this potential bomb

Specialists say that Brazil has a tradition of expressing anger or frustration

that could blow in the couple of years. The government cannot allow the

and then moving on.

all system to blow up before the 2016 Olympics but after? One thing is
sure is that the Lava Jato scandal will impede more if needed the Brazilian

All this could be only the beginning of the story as other companies like

Court of Justice and that years will be needed to solve each case. One

Electrobras is also said to be involved in bribery and corruption.

thing is sure: time plays for us but till when?

This scandal has left Brazil corporates in a huge turmoil and a majority of

I kindly pass the pen on to Jan Müller of HannoverRe to share his thoughts

companies involved were banned from bidding for Petrobras but recently

with the readers of The ICISA Insider.

the Brazilian government decided to allow construction companies
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Interview with Brigitta Ayasch, the newly appointed Deputy CEO at Garant

Going global to expand new markets
for trade credit insurance
The recently appointed Deputy CEO of Garant, Ms. Brigitta Ayasch, is already for many years a member of
ICISA’s Solvency II Expert Group. She kindly agreed to share her thoughts about Garant, ICISA, and the trade
credit insurance industry and of course the Solvency II implementation.
A distinctive company within the trade credit insurance

allocations. Despite an increased frequency of claims and the

industry

difficult situation in terms of investments Garant’s attributable

“Given its history, long-term strategy and twofold focus on

profit reached more than 1 Mio. Euro.”

PRI and emerging markets, there is some validity to say
that Garant is a ‘special animal’ in the landscape of credit

But also within the group, Garant achieved its goals and was

insurance industry, which keeps it at the forefront of the

able to stay at the forefront of the industry. “On the internal
side, we are pleased to see the achievement of an improved

‘Being the specialized Single Risk Insurer within
Credendo Group, Garant goes one step further
beyond the more traditional niches of our activities’

IT management risk tool, which has mobilized considerable
time and resources, in order to ensure our full capacity in
terms of risk management and control. And of course, as
one of the numerous people involved in this file at Garant,
I welcome the fact that Garant is well equipped to comply
with the Solvency II rules that became fully effective at the
beginning of this year. Here again, our flexibility and easily
manageable size enable us to evolve fast within the industry

industry”, Ms. Ayasch explains. She is pleased to learn that

and not stay behind.”

“everybody in the trade credit insurance industry have come
to agree that Garant is a supportive and valuable carrier for

Ms. Ayasch is very pleased to observe how much Garant

the credit and political risks, demonstrating responsiveness,

has become recognized by its clients, brokers, corporates

innovation and willingness to solve customizable solutions in

and banks, as one of the leading partners of political risk

complex deals.” This unique position has become, according

insurance over the last ten years. “We often hear from them

to her, more visible within the Credendo Group in recent

that Garant is considered today as a distinguished player in

years. “Being the specialized Single Risk Insurer within

the market, having a strong ‘raison d’être’ in these specific

Credendo Group, Garant goes one step further beyond the

lines of business.” She underlines the importance of receiving

more traditional niches of our activities.”

the A- ratings from AM BEST and Fitch. “This clearly confirms

Garant is performing quite well, despite the challenging

the soundness of our financial base and our business model.

operating environment that has hit the performance of most

Further integration within Credendo Group will continue

of the risk carriers, Ms. Ayasch notes. “We welcome the

to position us strongly as a speciality insurer within one of

fact that Garant has continued to deliver on its business

Europe´s preeminent credit insurance groups. We will keep

development targets to reach 37.6 Million Euro of written

the advantages of our autonomy within the defined group

premiums by the end of 2015. This result could be achieved

strategy while leveraging on the Group’s network and scope.”

with strong underlying performance in the Single Risk
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activity (+33%). The 2015 results show sustained and higher

She has therefore no doubt that Garant, within its specialised

quality growth of Garant’s portfolio as the demand for PRI

niche market, will occupy a predominant position due to its

coverage remains strong and we continue to maintain higher

market knowledge. “Within the Credendo Group, Garant

underwriting standards. In the year 2015 we have also

will continue to fulfil its mission to support international

achieved to reduce operating expenses through better costs

companies in their global trade activities and overseas
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Brigitta Ayasch

‘Within the Credendo Group, Garant
will continue to fulfil its mission to
support international companies
in their global trade activities and
overseas investments’
investments, which are part of my responsibilities, vigilance
is a top priority. And thirdly, but certainly not last, I want to
guard one of Garant’s strength, namely its flexibility. Garant
is shaped by a strong vision and a long term strategy. It is
challenging not only to keep track with all developments, but
investments and find insurance solutions for the specific

also to mould the future. My role at the top management is to

risks that come with it. In an environment where there are

have visions, to reflect visions and to provide and mobilize the

increasing trade exchanges but also more complexity, we

proper resources at the right time to help the company to be

can rightly expect continued demand and growth ahead

equipped for the future.”

for our business. By today, the relevance of the trade credit
insurance has been amply demonstrated and the quality of

Challenges and opportunities for the trade credit

the products enhanced.”

insurance market
The marketplace is according to Ms. Ayasch better off after

‘I welcome the fact that Garant is well equipped to
comply with the Solvency II rules that became fully
effective at the beginning of this year. Here again, our
flexibility and easily manageable size enable us to
evolve fast within the industry and not stay behind’

the financial crisis. “Risk appetite, capacity and competition
are contributing to a favourable marketplace for the buyers of
credit and political risk insurance, not to mention the return
of political threats and terrorism globally that calls for greater
protection. There is a significant appetite for investment
in this market.” She refers to the number of mergers and
acquisitions in the industry that captured headlines during
the year 2015 and this will probably continue. “Trade credit
insurance is an attractive line of business and new insurers
come into the business. Trade credit insurance acts as a
catalyst, attracting other sources of financing and avoiding
irreversible financial losses when doing trade and investment

Priorities as new Deputy CEO

overseas.” For decades, the PRI industry has well achieved

“You know, I have been in the business since 2005 and I

its role in supporting business trade. “Going global will be

will continue to put all my efforts into the development of

the biggest challenge and opportunity for the trade credit

Garant, but there are three main personal goals which I

insurance market. The taking-up of political risk insurance is

want to achieve. First of all I want to continue to stress the

still very weak in the emerging countries, notably in Asia and

importance of an effective administration. In a world where

Africa where growth opportunities might be huge.”

especially small companies are overloaded with administrative
work to fulfil all internal and legal requirements it is challenging

Biggest changes in the industry since the start of the

but paramount not to drown in administration. My approach

worldwide crisis

is that administration has a service function. It should not

It is clear to her that abundant capacities are the most

keep the whole company busy, but rather supports our

noteworthy change that happened in the trade credit

services towards the customer. Secondly, in respect of our

insurance market in the ‘post global crisis environment’.
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Continuation of the Interview with Brigitta Ayasch, the newly appointed Deputy CEO at Garant

‘Although it is not totally obvious that we have really left the

play for the search for innovative leadership in trade credit

crisis behind, capacity available in this market have doubled

insurance, by gathering experts, addressing the most cutting-

since 2009 to exceed 2 billion dollars.” But she also identifies

edge issues and identifying the actions to be undertaken.

an adverse development. “The scarcity of trade finance as the

In its role as a catalyst, ICISA brought valuable contribution

result of the financial crisis has been identified as a real issue

in the respect of new Solvency II regulations and closely

for global trade development, which can affect developing

monitoring developments in relation to members.” Garant

and low-income countries primarily targeted by the

is a very active member and deals with the association

reassessment of risks.” But she notes also in this perspective

in a very open collaborative work environment. “We do

the industry is fulfilling its role as trade facilitator. “As we

appreciate the constant attention paid to the members by

have seen, the strong resilience of the trade credit insurance

the association, relaying information on Members’ activities

market has allowed strengthening closer cooperation

and achievements. Garant also appreciates that ICISA

between trade credit insurers and banks to continue to

provides special trade credit insurance trainings via the

support global trade business.”

training academy STECIS.” It is according to her worthwhile
mentioning Garant is participating in the survey recently

‘Garant is shaped by a strong vision and a long term
strategy. It is challenging not only to keep track with
all developments, but also to mould the future’

launched by ICISA on the state of the political risk insurance.
“This new and complex project will lay the first stone in
offering more insights into this innovative product line and
therewith further develop the political risk insurance industry.”

Solvency II
“Although we had a long preparatory phase for Solvency

Currently, the continuous downward pressure on pricing

II final details are quite new if we look at the respective

accompanied by an increase in claims declarations resulting

delegated acts. There is still work in progress if we consider

from the worsening of the economic environment might be

level 3 and 4. We have to carefully go through all the

a concern, she admits. “But I believe in the strong capability

technical details again to know whether everything has been

of the market to adapt and meet the challenges the industry

implemented according to the final intention. It will be also

is facing.” For our industry business innovation is the biggest

important to monitor own Solvency needs in comparison with

challenge and of utmost importance to her. “In respect

Standard Formula.” She notes that the trade credit insurance

of the business innovation, achieving the fourth industrial

industry has to put more efforts in the cooperation with

revolution will certainly be the priority for the industry in the

authorities. “We are a small industry so know-how about our

coming years, and trade credit insurance which fails to grasp

specialties has to be shared.”

will lose opportunities and competitive advantages.” The

The Solvency II regime is however welcomed by the industry,

regulatory landscape must according to her furthermore allow

Ms. Ayasch emphasizes, but kindly remembers that there are

the industry to continue its role as trade facilitator. “In terms

not only positive effects. “As you know the Solvency II regime

of regulation, we further on should focus on influencing the

is in force since 1st of January and there are unfortunately not

modification of the Standard Formula of Solvency II so that it

only positive effects of the current regime. There has been a

meets better the profile of the trade credit insurance industry.”

substantial negative impact on the industry especially in terms
of significantly increased capital requirements.”
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ICISA’s supportive role in meeting the challenges of

But she likes to focus on the many positive results before

the industry

explaining what needs to be done by ICISA’s Solvency II

Ms. Ayasch knows ICISA very well and underlines the

Expert Group. “Because of Solvency II written policies and

importance of the association. “ICISA has a critical role to

guidelines were adopted or implemented for the first time
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‘ICISA brought valuable contribution in the respect of new Solvency II
regulations and closely monitoring developments in relation to members’
which made companies less vulnerable in terms of know

this leads to more efficiency since it was a good opportunity

how transfer and compliance. Within Pillar 2 rules forced

to restructure and to have comprehensive instructions

companies to implement governance functions, to describe

and determined rules. But what is more important, capital

procedures, to think about own Solvency requirements.

is valuable and we have to take care to use it in a highly

This leads to active transformation in respect of problem

efficient way to still meet Solvency II capital requirements.

awareness and evaluation of risks and procedures within the

Unfortunately the capital requirements increased dramatically

companies. But she also recognises positive effects on the

for the trade credit insurance industry.” The third positive

efficiency. “As mentioned procedures had to be reviewed and

effect she identifies is the fact that the industry is forced to

determined in manuals, guidelines and policies. Although it

draw attention to different types of risks which we might

was quite time consuming to put everything down to paper

not have considered with the same attention before. “I
am convinced that the mere calculation of risks does not

‘In terms of regulation, we further on should focus on
influencing the modification of the Standard Formula
of Solvency II so that it meets better the profile of
the trade credit insurance industry’

contribute to more security. All insurance companies had
risk management in place years before Solvency II became
effective. Nevertheless, within Solvency II we are forced to
take into account types of risks which we might not have
considered before.”
It is clear to her that the Solvency II Expert Group of ICISA
still has an important role to play in the coming years. “The
main issue of the past two years was that there was (non-)
appropriateness of Non-Life Risk, especially CAT Risk in the

Garant

Standard Formula. It is necessary to continue our attempts
to modify the Standard Formula so that it reflects better the
specialities of the trade credit insurance industry.”

Backed by fifty years of experience, Garant Versicherungs - AG has

Nevertheless, she identifies a lot of other topics which should

specialized in credit and political risks with strong focus on political risk

be touched upon. “It is important to have a similar view on

coverage in emerging countries. Garant offers trade insurance solutions

interpretations, e.g. the contract boundaries, so that we have

in over 160 countries. 95% owned by the Belgian Export Credit Agency,

the same approach. This might limit possible discussions

Delcredere I Ducroire, the major shareholder of Credendo Group, Garant is

with authorities. In addition there are other modules in the

rated A- with stable outlook by the rating agencies AM BEST and FITCH.

Standard Formula which do not reflect the reality of trade
credit insurance, such as lapse risk and counterparty default

Based in Austria and Switzerland, Garant is involved in several co-operation

risk where it makes a big difference if you operate in a B2C or

agreements with foreign banks and insurance companies worldwide as well

B2B environment.”

as bilateral reinsurance agreements with ECAs from OECD and non-OECD
countries. Garant is member of Credendo Group.

So even though Solvency II is in place there are according to
Ms. Ayasch still challenging topics for the Solvency II Expert

For more information on Garant please visit www.garantinsurance.com

Group to focus on. “If members join forces and participate
actively in the advocacy attempts of the association, strong
results can be expected as ICISA has become a wellpositioned representative body of the industry over the years
and a voice to be taken into account.”
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New ICISA member - Travelers
Interview with Mary Jane Dunn, Vice President, Commercial Surety at Travelers

Under the Travelers Surety Umbrella

The Association is very pleased to welcome Travelers as one of its newest members. Travelers is the largest surety and one of the
largest providers of property and casualty insurance in the United States. For the 2015 calendar year, the group reported record net
written premiums of US $24.1 billion and net and operating income of US $3.439 billion and $3.437 billion, respectively..
Mary Jane Dunn, who currently has responsibility for the

for the year was -18.3%. Travelers’ financial strength

international Commercial Surety operations of Travelers,

is reflected in our A.M. Best, S & P, Moody’s and Fitch

explains the position surety has within Travelers. “Our

ratings of A++, AA, Aa2 and AA respectively.”

surety operations are part of Bond & Specialty Insurance,
a division of The Travelers Companies, Inc., which

How Travelers expects to benefit from the

also encompasses our Management and Professional

membership

Liability businesses. As reported by the Surety and

Travelers has surety operations in the U.S., the United

Fidelity Association of America, Travelers’ direct written

Kingdom, Canada, Colombia and Brazil via a joint
venture with JMalucelli, Brazil’s market leader in surety.

‘We are fully aware of the depth of knowledge
and expertise housed within ICISA and its
membership, particularly in regions beyond
the US and Latin America’

“Our US and international customers often operate
globally. As trusted advisors and surety providers to
thousands of construction contractors and companies
operating in the financial, manufacturing, healthcare,
retail, service, technology, telecommunications, mining,
energy and transportation industries, we constantly
seek new partners to assist us with surety capabilities
in certain regions”, Ms. Dunn explains. Travelers is
already an active member of both the Surety and

Construction Services and Commercial Surety premiums
for 2014 totaled US $802 million and our direct loss ratio

‘All of us work in a very complex
industry and our mutual support is
crucial if we are to remain viable and
successful over time’

Travelers in numbers
2015

Fidelity Association of America and the Pan American

Net written premiums of US $24.1 billion

Surety Association and knows what to expect from the

Net and operating income of US $3.439 billion and

membership of ICISA. “We are fully aware of the depth

$3.437 billion.

of knowledge and expertise housed within ICISA and

ROE of 14.2%

its membership, particularly in regions beyond the US

Combined ratio of 88.3%.

and Latin America. We want to continue to expand

Shareholders’ equity at year end was US $23.6 billion

our understanding of the surety and credit insurance
environment outside of the US and to share our
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Mary Jane Dunn

experience in our own marketplaces. All of us work in a
very complex industry and our mutual support is crucial if
we are to remain viable and successful over time.”

Issues Travelers would like to put on the agenda
Ms. Dunn is pleased with the current agenda set within

‘We look forward to meeting and
spending time with the ICISA team
and all of its members’

the Surety Committee of ICISA. “We are pleased that
the subject of ratings triggers/clauses in bond forms
and contracts will be addressed at the meeting in

and increase the use of surety bonds globally. Based on

Budapest, as this has been a growing issue in the US

our experience and tenure in the industry, we would like

and elsewhere. We also look forward to discussions

to assist in establishing positions on surety issues and

regarding surety/bank risk participation agreements,

will also be a source of information and support that may

as well as the challenges and opportunities that our

benefit individual members and/or the entire group.”

surety counterparts are seeing elsewhere in the world.”
But her scope of interest within ICISA goes beyond

Regarding the recent Spring Meetings of ICISA, Ms.

only surety. “We have always been interested in trade

Dunn indicates that both she and Richard Hazzard, the

credit insurance, such an important line of business in

Managing Director of their UK Surety operation, attended

the facilitation of world trade”, she adds. “We have

the ICISA meeting in Budapest. “We appreciate the

joined the Surety Committee and look forward to being

meetings and spending time with the ICISA team and all

an active participant there. However the Committee

of its members. Certainly, many are old friends, but we

of Underwriters also seems to tackle some fascinating

are excited about the new faces and contacts we have

issues and this Committee would certainly be of interest

encountered as well.”

to us in the future.”

‘As the largest surety writer in the US, we hope
to add value as ICISA works to preserve and
increase the use of surety bonds globally’
She kindly underlines that she values the ICISA
membership as a two-way street and therefore hopes
to share their experience as global surety player with the
other surety members. “As the largest surety writer in the
US, we hope to add value as ICISA works to preserve
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Interview with Vincent Ascoop, Country Manager Nationale Borg Belgium

Stable outlook for the surety industry
as it leaves the crisis behind
The new Country Manager Belgium for Nationale Borg, Vincent Ascoop, started his career not in surety, but in trade credit insurance.
In 1999 he worked as a risk analyst at NCM in Antwerp and became senior underwriter special risk management Belgium at
Atradius, before joining Nationale Borg surety in 2010.
Since January 2015 he focusses as Country Manager

outlook for the industry. “At the beginning of the global

Belgium on continuing and strenghtening the position of

financial and economic crisis in 2008 it was expected that

Nationale Borg in Belgium. “Nationale Borg has a unique

the surety and the trade credit insurance industry would

position within the Belgian financial landscape as in some

be largely affected. The strong downturn of the economy

markets we are perceived as an important player next to

was expected to result in a huge number of bankruptcies

credit institutions. Due to the high demand for guarantees

impairing surety providers working on a non-collateralized

in sectors like construction, , we are considered by banks

basis. At that time a restrictive underwriting policy was

as their financial partner with of course a clear distinction in

adopted against clients with higher credit risk profiles

tasks - Nationale Borg is the surety provider and banks are

resulting in decreasing exposures and eroding premium

involved in financing”, Vincent Ascoop explains.

income. Seven years later the industry has learned from
the experience and in general has withstood the crisis.

‘For over a century Nationale Borg brought together
expertise in order to provide our customers with the
best possible coverage against a financial risk’

The economic outlook is relatively positive and I expect
the surety industry to continue to recover from the
previous downturn.”
He furthermore expects the surety industry to benefit
from the in general ongoing restrictive attitude by credit
institutions to provide certain types of guarantees due
to stricter regulatory rules on bank capital adequacy,
stress testing and market liquidity risk in accordance with

Nationale Borg’s unique position

Basel III. “A bank will only issue guarantees against high

Ascoop underlines that this unique position is the result of

rates to counterbalance negative impact on their capital

the long history of Nationale Borg in the Netherlands and

requirements if a client is unable to provide sufficient

Belgium as the leading independent provider of guarantees

collateral. Within this setting, if of course a client’s credit risk

for businesses. “For over a century Nationale Borg brought

is acceptable, surety providers can take over a part of

together expertise in order to provide our customers with

this business.”

the best possible coverage against a financial risk.” He notes
that a guarantee issued by Nationale Borg is not a standard

But besides these opportunities, he also recognizes

product, but tailor-made to fulfill the requirements as agreed

potential threats for the surety industry. “The difficult financial

between the customer and the beneficiary. “A great example

situation of governments globally, may have a negative

of how we continue to improve our services towards our

impact on large infrastructural investments which are

customers is our digital platform ‘Borgonline’ which allows

postponed or even canceled. A decrease in infrastructural

our Belgian customers to receive guarantee within 24 hours.

projects by governments might lead to a decline in premium

And as we understand the importance of maximizing the

income for the surety industry as it is a market the industry is

working capital of our customers, we in general require a

traditionally strongly involved in.”

security to cover the guarantee risk.”

The Belgian surety market
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The global surety market

The Belgian surety market is a mature market which is

Looking at the developments in the surety industry over

divided between insurance companies and banks, Ascoop

the last years, Ascoop is moderately optimistic about the

explains. “The leading surety players have a 20% market
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Vincent Ascoop

‘The economic outlook is relatively positive
and I expect the surety industry to continue
to recover from the previous downturn’

share. The economic outlook is also for Belgium tentatively

and parties involved in PPPs are imposing exigent wording

positive and I expect the surety business to grow. Shifting

and conditions related to duration, rating trigger clauses,

business from banks to surety companies in the near future

extend or pay conditions.” He adds that some of these

is expected. Sureties can benefit from the fact that banks

expectations are however sometimes difficult to meet. “In

are shifting to their core business, which is lending. This

some cases it is difficult for a surety company to align these

leaves a great opportunity for specialized players to claim

imposed conditions with the company’s own risk policy

their niche. For instance banks strongly increased their costs

and reinsurance agreements.” But he is convinced that

for issuing housing bonds. This has an impact on the profit

“the surety industry must provide competitive products at

margins of companies involved in real estate development

reasonable costs in order to claim the niche that the banks

and they look for solutions with surety companies.”

leave unfulfilled.”

‘Shifting business from banks to surety companies in
the near future is expected. Sureties can benefit from
the fact that banks are shifting to their core business,
which is lending. This leaves a great opportunity for
specialized players to claim their niche’

ICISA
Ascoop acknowledges that ICISA is an association of great
relevance to the globally active surety members and would
like to emphasize the important role ICISA has as facilitator
of discussions. “For me ICISA is an important platform to
share information with other members and get questions
answered about the surety business globally. I am pleased
ICISA is very proactive in strengthening the cooperation
with kindred organizations such as PASA and the SFAA as
knowledge sharing will enhance the quality of our products.
ICISA is also the organization to advocate industry issues
of great relevance for the membership. In that respect, the

Priorities for the surety industry

adjustment of the Solvency II capital requirement for the

It is clear to Ascoop what the priorities must be for the

surety industry to a more realistic level would be high on

surety industry the coming years. “The industry needs to

my list.”

deal with the Solvency II requirements as it affects the cost
price of our product.” Furthermore it is according to him

He concludes the interview by stating that the surety

important that the surety industry continues to develop its

industry is an industry continuously searching for better

service levels as it has to deal with increased customers’

ways to service its customers. “The industry is clearly on the

expectations. “Customers expect for example worldwide

right track leaving the negative effects of the crisis behind

service and acceptance, increased speed of service and

and embracing the lessons learned in order to constantly

the introduction of new guarantee types. On the other hand,

innovate and improve its position. It may therefore expect a

beneficiaries such as government, the European Union

stable outlook.”
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Interview with Rajiv Biswas, Asia-Pacific Chief Economist, IHS

Asian Megatrends: Key Geopolitical and
Economic Risks and Opportunities
Rajiv Biswas, Asia-Pacific Chief Economist for IHS and author of a new book entitled “Asian Megatrends”
(Palgrave Macmillan, 2016), kindly accepted our invitation to discuss the geopolitical and economic risk
outlook for the Asia-Pacific in a sequel of three articles. In this first article he discusses the overall risk
landscape and the challenges to regional growth from China’s slowdown.
Key Risks to the Outlook

particularly in USD, could also face increasing stress if the

Rajiv Biswas notes that in 2016 the global economy is

USD rises further against their local currencies.” Besides this,

expected to show continued moderate growth, supported

also key geopolitical risks facing Asia need to be taken into

by sustained expansion in the advanced economies of the

account according to him. “The escalation of tensions in the

US, EU and Japan. Nevertheless, the global economic

South China Sea during the past two years over disputed

outlook remains fragile with significant downside risks.

territorial claims, as well as the ongoing military confrontation

Also most large Asian economies have recorded significant

in the Korean peninsula, with the Middle East already in

contraction in exports during the second half of 2015 and

political turmoil and beset by conflicts in Iraq, Syria, Libya

in early 2016. Prospects for emerging market economies

and Yemen and the increased tensions between Iran and

and financial markets in the near term are for continuing

Saudi Arabia have further heightened geopolitical risks in the

economic volatility and turbulence. He emphasizes that “it is

Middle East. A key concern is furthermore the potential risk of

important to realize that although the APAC region is forecast

disruption to shipping in the Strait of Hormuz, which remains

to remain the fastest growing region of the world economy,

a key supply route for world oil and gas shipments.”

it faces significant headwinds from China’s slowdown and

Despite these headwinds, Biswas underlines that “the APAC

its transmission effects to APAC exports and the East Asian

region is forecast to remain the fastest growing region of

manufacturing supply chain. Meanwhile new growth hubs

the world economy over the medium term outlook, with

are emerging in APAC, including in ASEAN and South Asia.

growth supported by regional trade liberalization through

China’s ‘One Belt, One Road’ Initiative will also act as a

regional free trade agreements such as the Trans-Pacific

growth catalyst for the APAC region.”

Partnership, bilateral FTAs such as the new EU-Vietnam FTA,
as well as regional development initiatives such as China’s

‘the APAC region is forecast to remain the fastest
growing region of the world economy over the
medium term outlook, with growth supported by
regional trade liberalization’

‘One Belt One Road’ initiative and the creation of the Asian
Infrastructure Investment Bank and the Silk Road Fund.”

Is Another Emerging Markets Crisis Looming?
According to Biswas another emerging markets crisis may
be looming as many emerging markets, including three of the
BRICS economies – Russia, Brazil and South Africa – have
been hit by the slump in global commodity prices. Venezuela
has declared an economic emergency and is on the brink
of defaulting on its external debt, while Nigeria is negotiating
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But Biswas identifies more risks to Asian financial markets.

with the World Bank for loans to help it fund a widening

Any further significant decline in the Chinese yuan against the

budget deficit caused by slumping oil revenues. “The collapse

USD could create more turmoil in Asian currency markets.

of oil and gas prices, as well as the prices for other major

“Currency pegs have already come under pressure in early

commodities such as iron ore and traded thermal coal,

2016, including the Saudi peg to the USD and the HKD peg.

has caused economic shock waves for many commodity

Asian corporate borrowers with large foreign currency debt,

exporting nations. Overall, emerging markets growth has
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‘With more US Fed rate hikes expected
in 2016, this is expected to support the
further appreciation of the USD against most
emerging market currencies, including many
Asian currencies’

slowed from a pace of 7.4% in 2010 to 3.7% in 2015.

additional Iranian oil exports. However geopolitical risks

Many developing countries will continue to face economic

around escalating Saudi-Iranian tensions add additional risks

headwinds in 2016, due to the continuing effects of weak

of volatility to the oil price outlook.”

commodity prices as well as the impact of US Fed monetary
policy tightening on capital flows to emerging markets. World

APAC Financial Markets Face Turbulent Year

oil and gas prices are expected to remain weak during 2016,

“Although economic growth in the APAC region is expected

with oil markets already oversupplied and lifting of economic

to remain resilient with GDP growth of 4.6% in 2016, similar

sanctions on Iran during 2016 set to trigger significant

to the estimated pace of growth in 2015, significant downside
risks cloud the outlook”, Biswas notes. With China being

‘With significant economic and financial imbalances
continuing to loom over the Chinese economic
outlook, a China hard landing remains a key risk to
the global economy over the medium term outlook’

the world’s second biggest economy and by far the largest
economy in the APAC region, the prospects for China will
be a key factor determining the prospects for the rest of
the APAC region. “With significant economic and financial
imbalances continuing to loom over the Chinese economic
outlook, a China hard landing remains a key risk to the global
economy over the medium term outlook.”
Biswas indicates that moderating growth in emerging markets
and deteriorating sovereign credit ratings for many emerging
markets have already resulted in a significant slowdown of
capital flows into global emerging markets during 2015.
And further capital outflows from emerging equity and bond
markets in 2016 could create volatile conditions in the
more vulnerable global emerging markets with significant
external account and domestic macroeconomic imbalances.
“An investment climate of increasing risk aversion towards
emerging markets assets could also be reflected in further
capital outflows from Asian emerging equity and debt
markets, particularly if investors fear that a further slowdown
in Chinese growth will have negative transmission effects on
Asian exports and investment flows.”

Asian Currency Markets
Biswas identifies one of the key concerns for 2016, namely
the risk of the yuan declining further against the USD, creating
Rajiv Biswas, Asia-Pacific

more turmoil in global currency markets. “With more US Fed

Chief Economist

rate hikes expected in 2016, this is expected to support
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Continuation of the Interview with Rajiv Biswas, Asia-Pacific Chief Economist, IHS

the further appreciation of the USD against most emerging

Biswas expects global investors will continue to differentiate

market currencies, including many Asian currencies.”

among the Asian emerging market currencies, based on

Chinese FX reserves have fallen by a massive USD 770

external account vulnerabilities and domestic macroeconomic

billion from their peak in June 2014 until January 2016.

imbalances, with the Indonesian rupiah and Malaysian ringgit

Biswas explains: “The decline in Chinese FX reserves reflects

having already reached their lowest levels since the East

a number of factors, notably capital flight out of mainland

Asian crisis during 2015, with the risk of further depreciation

China that triggered significant FX intervention by the PBOC

for many emerging market currencies during 2016 in an

to stabilize the yuan. Other factors, including the impact of

environment of capital outflows from emerging markets.

the depreciation of the euro against the USD on China’s FX
valuations, have also contributed to the decline. Following

Asian Corporate Debt Markets
According to Biswas moderating Chinese growth and its

‘Asian corporate borrowers with large foreign
currency debt, particularly in USD, could also face
increasing stress if the USD rises further against
their local currencies’

transmission effects to the Asian supply chain may also
trigger further capital outflows from emerging equity and
bond markets. “Asian corporate borrowers with large foreign
currency debt, particularly in USD, could also face increasing
stress if the USD rises further against their local currencies.
Globally, corporate defaults in 2015 had already reached their
highest level since 2009.”
He notes that Chinese non-bank borrowers held an
estimated USD 1.2 trillion of USD debt in mid-2015. “The
combination of moderating Chinese growth, excess capacity

the serial yuan devaluations in August, a key challenge for

in key industries, rising USD yields and potential further

the PBOC has been to manage risks of capital flight, as

USD appreciation against the yuan all create risks of further

investors perceived a one-way bet against the yuan given the

stress for some corporate borrowers, which could trigger

weakness of China’s export sector and moderating economic

an increasing number of corporate debt defaults in 2016.”

growth.”

But he is also concerned about foreign currency debts of
Indonesian corporate borrowers, particularly due to the sharp

It is a great concern to him that if a further significant capital

depreciation of the Indonesian rupiah against the USD over

flight out of China occurs in 2016, possibly triggered by more

the last 18 months, as well as the vulnerability of some large

US Fed rate hikes; this could deplete Chinese FX reserves

Indonesian corporate borrowers to slumping commodity

further in efforts to maintain a stable yuan-USD rate. “If the

prices. “Indonesian non-bank borrowers held an estimated

yuan declines further against the USD, this could result in

USD 160 billion of USD debt in mid-2015, equivalent to

further turbulence in global currency markets. The decision

around 60% of Indonesian external debt and significantly

by the PBOC in December 2015 to launch a new index

exceeding Indonesia’s foreign exchange reserves in 2015.”

tracking the CNY against a basket of currencies signaled
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that the Chinese authorities were considering setting the

China

exchange rate against a trade-weighted basket of currencies,

“The rapid growth of the Chinese economy over the last

rather than just the USD. This PBOC shift towards setting

decade has resulted in China’s share of world gross domestic

the yuan exchange rate against a basket of currencies

product (GDP) rising from 5% in 2005 to an estimated 15%

was subsequently confirmed by PBOC Governor Zhou in

in 2015. This has made China an increasingly important

statements he has made in February 2016.”

export market for many Asia-Pacific countries as well as a

2015  

2016  
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key engine for world growth. In 2014, China accounted for

is expected to fuel rapid growth in many sectors of services,

35% of Australia’s total exports, 25% of South Korea’s, and

including financial services, healthcare, retail trade and

20% of Japan’s. Exports to China from the Association of

logistics.”

Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) have grown at a pace of

APAC  GDP  Growth  Forecast  
annual  %  change    Source:  IHS  

8  

approximately 20% a year over the last decade.” But the

Risk
6   of a China Hard Landing

growing prominence of China as a market for exports from

Biswas
calculates that based on several accumulated
4  

its APAC neighbors has however increased their vulnerability

imbalances,
the risk of a hard landing in China over the next
2  

to a Chinese economic slowdown. “The pace of Chinese

0   to three years has a probability of around 25%. “The
two

economic growth has moderated in recent years, falling from

Chinese economy still has many economic imbalances,

10.6% in 2010 an estimated 6.9% in 2015, and is forecast to

including the slowdown in residential construction since

ease further to around 6.3% in 2016.” However he expects

2013, excess capacity in some key industrial sectors, the

the medium term outlook for Chinese economic growth

2016  
significant increase of total debt2015  
as a share
of GDP since

to stabilize at a pace of around 6.5% per year. “This will

2009 and the rapid rise of unregulated shadow banking

continue to make China a key growth engine for the global

loans between 2010 and 2014. A key factor mitigating the

economy. More in general I expect the Chinese economy to

risk of such as hard landing scenario is that the Chinese

continue to experience fundamental structural change and

government has signaled that the medium term GDP growth
target is around 6.5%. Consequently any further significant

‘The rapid growth of the Chinese economy over the
last decade has resulted in China’s share of world
gross domestic product (GDP) rising from 5% in
2005 to an estimated 15% in 2015. This has made
China an increasingly important export market for
many Asia-Pacific countries as well as a key engine
for world growth’

moderation in growth would be likely to trigger additional
monetary and fiscal policy stimulus measures to maintain
GDP growth momentum at around 6.5%.”

China’s ‘One Belt, One Road’ Initiative
The Chinese economic slowdown has been underway since
2011 and he expects it will continue to have transmission
effects to the rest of APAC in 2016. “Chinese manufacturing
will continue to undergo gradual transition from low-cost
manufacturing towards higher value-added manufacturing,
as planned in the Chinese government’s ‘Made in China
2025’ strategy.” For the APAC region, a key long-term growth
driver will, according to him, be China’s ‘One Belt, One
Road’ initiative. “This will be catalyzed by new infrastructure
financing for Asian emerging markets from the recently
launched Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank, the Silk Road

transformation, with the manufacturing sector undergoing

Fund, as well as a number of Chinese bilateral infrastructure

adjustment and rationalization due to overcapacity in some

financing commitments to a number of Asian countries.”

key industries such as steel and shipbuilding, as well as the

He concludes the interview therefore with a rather positive

gradual decline in competitiveness of low-cost manufacturing

note regarding the future of the region. “Many countries in

in sectors such as textiles and garments. Meanwhile

Southeast Asia and Central Asia are expected to benefit

consumption is becoming an increasingly important growth

from the ‘One Belt, One Road’ initiative, which will help to

driver, contributing an estimated 58% of GDP growth in 2015.

accelerate the development of the Greater Mekong Sub-

The continued rapid growth in Chinese consumer spending

region as a new global manufacturing hub.”
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New ICISA member - Qatar Re Credit & Surety
Interview with Stefano Lorenzini, Head Credit & Financial Risks

Qatar Re Credit & Surety:
New – Old Kid on the Block
Qatar Re recently joined ICISA as a member, but the credit and surety team is certainly not a new kid on the block, but rather
a ‘home comer’ to the ICISA family. “Our team has been involved with ICISA over many years and benefitted not only from the
relationships we have built, but also from the transfer of know-how between the various ICISA members”, Stefano notes.
He is pleased with the opportunity to introduce Qatar

We provide lead quotation services and support clients

Re in more detail. “Qatar Re was established in 2009

in product development and help to create innovative

and repositioned in 2013. Today Qatar Re is a global

solutions. It is also the goal of our underwriters to assist

reinsurance company based in Bermuda, with branch

companies in initiating credit and surety business and

offices in Zurich and Dubai, representative offices in

executing operational reviews. In all of our client relation-

London and Singapore and a services company in

ships, we aim to be a reliable partner for the long term.”

Doha, Qatar. Qatar Re also cooperates closely with QIC
Europe Limited (QEL) based in Malta. Throughout its
formative years from 2009 to 2012, Qatar Re focused
on a limited range of classes in the MENA region and
other African and Asian markets, albeit with business
elsewhere in the world received from London. Qatar
Re embarked on a strategic expansion in 2013, the
ultimate ambition being to establish the Company firmly
within the second-tier of global reinsurers recognised for
the quality of products and services offered, operating
across a number of international platforms from a world

‘Bermuda is the world’s leading
location for international reinsurance
business and this move enhances
Qatar Re’s ability to pursue its three
main styles of reinsurance’

leading location for international business.”

‘It is our aim to help existing and new clients to
diversify their reinsurance panels, with capital
not dependent on western equity markets.
We offer credit, surety and political risk covers
on a proportional and non-proportional basis’

Stefano adds that also re-domiciling Qatar Re’s
headquarters on Bermuda was a key element of their
strategic repositioning in 2013. “Bermuda is the world’s
leading location for international reinsurance business
and this move enhances Qatar Re’s ability to pursue
its three main styles of reinsurance. Qatar Re supports
insurance entrepreneurs with capital and capacity,
delivers reinsurance solutions to those for whom client,
geographic or class expertise are important and builds
diversity in the more transactional types of reinsurance.
As part of the re-domiciling Qatar Re’s shareholders
equity has increased to USD 531.7 million in 2015.” The

Stefano emphasizes it has currently an experienced and

company continues to benefit from a parental guarantee

professional credit & surety team in place. “It is our aim

from Qatar Insurance Company S.A.Q. (QIC).

to help existing and new clients to diversify their rein-
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surance panels, with capital not dependent on western

“Qatar Re continues on its growth path despite the

equity markets. We offer credit, surety and political risk

current oversupply in reinsurance capacity. In the year of

covers on a proportional and non-proportional basis.

2015, the company increased its gross written premi-
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Stefano Lorenzini

‘ICISA has proven to act as a facilitator
within the trade credit insurance and
surety industry and offers the excellent
opportunity to meet the industry
members on a regular basis’
to meet the industry members on a regular basis. The
committees in place offer a platform to exchange views
and opinions on market developments and trends, but
also to take up new topics which are coming up on a
regular basis in our industry.” As Qatar Re underwrites trade credit insurance and surety business on a
worldwide basis, they have decided to participate in the
Credit Insurance Committee, the Surety Committee and
the Single Risk Committee. Those are the committees
Stefano expects may benefit most of their experience.
“Having a team with members taking care of the various
geographical areas, we are convinced that we are in a
position to add value to the committees.” He likes to
emphasize furthermore that “although Qatar Re is a Bermuda based reinsurance company, we have our roots
in the Middle East. Based on our background, we have
a competitive advantage of developing the trade credit
and surety insurance business in the area of the Middle
East together with our partners. We are convinced that
ums to USD 1,156 million, up approx. 116 % from USD

our experience in this region may be of interest to the

536 million in 2014. Net underwriting result for 2015

ICISA community.”

was USD 64.7 million, against USD 27.6 million for
2014. Net profit came in at USD 24.9 million, compared

He expects to be an active member of the Commit-

with USD 15.9 million in 2014.”

tees of interest to them and already sums up topics for
discussions. “We would like to discuss the cooperation

‘We would like to discuss the cooperation models
between insurance companies and banks, a topic
that has become important for both parties’

models between insurance companies and banks, a
topic that has become important for both parties. Oher
topics of interest would be the growth opportunities in
reinsurance, (product) innovation and the outlook of our
industry. Furthermore, we also would like to discuss
the trend that leads reinsurers moving into insurance
business.”

Stefano is familiar with ICISA and knows what Qatar
Re can expect from its membership. “ICISA has proven
to act as a facilitator within the trade credit insurance
and surety industry and offers the excellent opportunity
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Euler Hermes announces new Board of Management
The supervisory board of Euler Hermes announced a new board of management, including two departures and two
nominations. In parallel, Euler Hermes announced board of management changes in responsibility and reporting structures.
All appointments and changes are effective 1 April 2016 and for four years.
The new board of management will include:

Michele Pignotti joined Euler Hermes in 2004 as commercial

-	Wilfried Verstraete, renewed as chairman

and marketing director for Italy. Previous positions included

-	Frédéric Bizière, renewed as responsible for risks,

European marketing director for Sara Lee Branded Apparel

information and claims functions as well as Euler

and B2B marketing director at Telecom Italia. In 2008 he

Hermes Re

was appointed chief executive office of Euler Hermes Italy.

-	Clarisse Kopff, renewed as chief financial officer

In 2010 he was additionally appointed head of region for the

-	Paul Overeem, renewed as responsible for commercial and

company’s MMEA activities, which today include Greece,

distribution activity. Paul Overeem has however indicated

Israel, Italy, Morocco, South Africa, Tunisia, Turkey and the

that, for personal reasons, he does not wish to serve the

six Gulf Cooperation Countries (GCC). He is also a member

full term of his mandate and will resign his duties with

of the Euler Hermes internal “Digital Sounding Board”,

effect from March 31, 2018.

contributing to digital strategy definition and the identification

-	Michele Pignotti, currently head of the Mediterranean

and evaluation of innovative business opportunities. A native

Countries, Middle East and Africa (MMEA) region, is newly

of Naples, Italy, he holds an MBA from the CUOA business

appointed to the board with responsibility for market

school in northeast Italy.

management
Gerd-Uwe Baden

-	Ludovic Sénécaut, currently head of the Northern

Ludovic Sénécaut joined the Euler Hermes Group strategy

European region, is newly appointed to the board as chief

team in 2003, having begun his career at Banque Indosuez

operating officer responsible for operations and

and then led the Energy and Telecom department at the

IT services.

French Treasury in the Ministry of Finance. He led Euler
Hermes business unit activities in several European countries

Gerd-Uwe Baden, board member since 2004, responsible for

until 2010, when he became head of region for Euler Hermes

business development and partnerships since 2014, will retire

France and chairman of its board of management. In 2013

after more than 25 years of service to Euler Hermes and its

he was appointed head of region for Northern Europe, which

parent company, Allianz.

includes 15 countries in northern and central Europe. A native
of Paris, he is a graduate of the Ecole Polytechnique and the

Dirk Oevermann, board member in charge of Operations and

Ecole Nationale des Ponts et Chaussees in Paris.

IT, has requested that his mandate not be renewed and will
leave the company on 31 March 2016.

For more information, please visit www.eulerhermes.com

Dirk Oevermann

Paul Overeem
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Xavier Durand

Xavier Durand appointed
Chief Executive Officer of Coface
Xavier Durand was appointed Chief Executive Officer of Coface on 9 February 2016. He
takes over from Jean-Marc Pillu, who spent five years at the group’s helm, and notably
implemented Coface’s successful IPO in 2014, when around 60% of the group’s capital
was floated on the Paris stock exchange.
Xavier Durand started his career in 1987

division of the Global Auto business, then in

Growth, based in London, at the end of 2013.

in consultancy at The Mac Group (Gemini

France, first as CEO Sales & Development of GE

Xavier Durand, 52, is a graduate of the Ecole

Consulting) before joining the Sovac Real Estate

Money Bank France, then CEO of France, and

Polytechnique and the Ecole Nationale des

Bank in 1994 as deputy CEO.

subsequently of GE Capital’s European banking

Ponts et Chaussées.

In 1996, Xavier Durand joined GE Capital, where

activities. In 2011, he was named CEO of GE

he led an international career, first in Chicago as

Capital Asia Pacific, based in Japan. He was

For more information,

Director of Strategy and Growth of the finance

appointed GE Capital’s Director of Strategy and

please visit www.coface.com

Fianzas Atlas’ Rating 2016
On 23 December 2015 Standard & Poor’s granted Fianzas Atlas, S. A. (FAtlas) a rating of
‘mxAA+’ in counterpart credit and financial soundness at the national level – CaVal. The
outlook is stable.
‘The rating of FAtlas reflects our opinion on the ‘reasonable’

their low claims rate and their adequate operational

business risk profile of the company and on a financial

performance. Likewise, we believe that the surety

risk profile that is ‘adequate-superior’. This rating is mainly

company will maintain capitalization levels in line with our

supported by a low claims rate, adequate operational

paramenters for the ‘AAA’ rating level in the next two years’,

performance and solid Equity ratios.

said Standard & Poor’s.

The stable outlook adds to our expectation that the surety

For more information,

company will keep high subscripton standards to support

www.fianzasatlas.com.mx

Yearbook
ICISA Yearbook 2015-2016
The Yearbook 2015-2016 can be downloaded from
the ICISA website (www.icisa.org).
To order a hard copy, please send an email
to secretariat@icisa.org
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Tokio Marine Holdings,
Inc. acquires HCC
On 27 October 2015, HCC was acquired by Tokio Marine Holdings, Inc. (Tokio Marine). Shortly after the
acquisition, the financial strength rating of HCC International was revised to AA- (Very Strong) by Standard
& Poor’s.
The deal was worth $7.5 billion. The acquisition of HCC

For the Credit and Surety division the acquisition

significantly enhances Tokio Marine’s operations in the

provides some excellent opportunities but fundamentally

United States, the largest insurance market in the world,

it is business as usual. We will continue to work hard,

and internationally. With strong business platforms in

providing excellent customer service for our brokers and

Japan and in international markets, the transaction

clients in delivering their policy requirements. There are

solidifies Tokio Marine’s standing as a truly global insurer

no changes to staff, reporting structures or products but

with premier specialty franchises.

this does give us the opportunity to grow as part of a
major worldwide insurance group. Our culture and values

Christopher J.B. Williams, Chief Executive Officer of

remain unchanged and are reinforced by Tokio Marine’s

HCC said “This transaction yields significant value for

desire to be a “Good Company”. We now move forward

HCC’s shareholders. With Tokio Marine, HCC gains an

as part of Tokio Marine and will start using the Tokio

international footprint to expand our diverse product

Marine Brand and logo, amending our brand name to

portfolio and expertise globally, a financial foundation on

Tokio Marine HCC. Tokio Marine HCC transacts business

which to compete with larger insurers and the opportunity

in 180 countries, across 100 classes of speciality

to offer our clients expanded coverages. Tokio Marine’s

insurance, employing over 2,500 people.

values and underwriting culture are aligned with HCC’s.
We believe the combination is an excellent extension of

Our legal structure remains unchanged and all insurance

Tokio Marine’s stated long-term business strategy, and

contracts and TOBAs remain with HCC International

we are delighted to be part of that strategy”

Insurance Company PLC. The new logo is on our website
and will shortly start to appear on correspondence and in

Tsuyoshi Nagano, President of Tokio Marine said “Tokio

policy documents.

Marine has great respect for the consistent profitability
that HCC has achieved under the leadership of its highly

This is a very positive development for staff, clients

experienced management team. With shared values and

and brokers.

the continued support from the management team, we
will build a long and successful partnership together.”
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For more information, please visit www.hccint.com
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QBE expands Trade Credit team’s UK reach
as it announces seven new appointments
QBE has recently appointed four new risk underwriters and expanded the northern
commercial team to support growth in its Trade Credit business.
Four appointments have strengthened QBE Trade

team. Prior to this James held positions at Stemcor

Credit’s trade sector expertise across Printing Paper

and Euler Hermes. James has taken up the role of

& Forestry, Construction, Metals & Engineering, and

Underwriting Manager - Risk. He is managing a team of

Retail, Media & Financial portfolios, with their significant

Risk Underwriters operating across a range of sectors

experience adding further depth to the company’s risk

including Food & Drink, Agriculture, Paper & Forestry

expertise and understanding of the markets in which its

Products, Metals & Construction. This follows David

clients operate.

Murray’s move from Euler Hermes earlier in 2015 to
take up the position of Risk Underwriter, responsible for

Thomas Hunt has joined as Underwriting Manager –

Printing, Paper & Forestry Products.

Risk - and is managing a team of Risk Underwriters
operating across a number of sectors including Metals,

Jamie Calder also joined from Euler Hermes and

Engineering, Retail, Media, Electronics, Oil & Energy

as Risk Underwriter is responsible for Retail, Media

and Construction. Thomas’ experience in both banking

and Financial risks, bringing his wide knowledge of

and trade credit gives him an excellent understanding

these sectors and his broader experience of business

of these industries. He joined from Barclays where, as

and recovery which he developed as Business and

Case Director in the Business Support team, he worked

Recovery Senior Administrator at David Rubin &

closely alongside insolvency and legal professionals.

Partners LLP.

Supporting Thomas on Construction, Metals &

Northern commercial team expansion - Emma Goulden

Engineering is James Price who has moved to

has joined QBE Trade Credit’s Manchester team

QBE’s Trade Credit Team as a Risk Underwriter.

as Commercial Underwriter. Emma has a wealth of

He previously worked for Euler Hermes as Surety

experience as an account manager and new business

Underwriter and as a Trade Credit Risk Underwriter in

underwriter in the strategic account and major account

the Construction Team. James has excellent knowledge

arena with Euler Hermes. Her appointment follows

of the construction industry and will focus on the

that of Antonia Heap who joined as an Assistant

Construction, Metals & Engineering portfolios.

Underwriter. Her focus is on developing an SME
Portfolio in the North. She moved to QBE from

Finally, James Evans has moved to QBE Trade Credit’s

AXA Insurance.

team. James was previously at SABMiller Procurement
in Prague, in the Financial Planning and Analysis

For more information, please visit www.qbe.com

Thomas Hunt

Antonia Heap

Dave Murray

Emma Goulden

James Evans

James Price

Jamie Calder
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Recent additions to the Tokio Marine HCC
underwriting team
Tokio Marine HCC is pleased to announce to following additions to its underwriting team:

Ray Massey joined Trade Indemnity in 2001 and quickly

Chris Ardern has been underwriting for 18 years starting at

specialised in the construction sector, undertaking both

Euler Trade Indemnity in 1998 where he worked on a variety

commercial and risk underwriting before specialising in risk

of risk teams including Paper, Print & Packaging, Food and

underwriting and progressing to Underwriting Manager for

Advertising and progressed to Underwriting Manager while

Construction. That expanded to Metals also before moving

specialising in Paper, Print & Packaging.

on, via AIG, to QBE where Ray joined as Head of Risk and

Via Amlin Credit Chris joined QBE in 2009 heading the Light

progressed to Head of Underwriting, overseeing a 111%

Industries Risk Team of four underwriters covering consumer

increase in portfolio while maintaining strong claim ratios

focused sectors, including Food & drink, Advertising,

across a 5yr period.

Paper, Print, Packaging and Electronics, and established

Joining HCC in June 2015 as Director of Credit, alongside

his reputation as the pre-eminent specialist in the paper &

a number of senior colleagues, Ray is very excited by the

printing sectors in the UK.

growth and development opportunities for HCC going

Joining HCC in September 2015 and now managing a

forward.

Specialist Underwriting Team of five senior risk underwriters
all with detailed knowledge of their trade sectors, Chris is

Fiona O’Brien joined Grant Thornton in 2000, working in

at the forefront of growing the market presence and trade

the Recovery & Reorganisation department, where she

sector specialism within HCC.

was responsible for the administration and management
of a number of corporate failures and restructures. Once

Dennis Kennedy is a vastly experienced export credit

qualified in 2007, Fiona moved into Corporate Accounting

underwriter having spent his career in the business working

for the Lloyds syndicate, Ascot Underwriting Limited,

with ECGD, Atradius and Coface across 30yrs. Dennis has

where she was responsible for the investments, cash and

amassed extensive knowledge of most regions, particularly

corporate statutory reporting for the business. Fiona’s risk

the Middle East and Eastern Europe, and crucially

underwriting career started in 2008 at QBE where she was

recognises the problems specific to trading with buyers in

responsible for the overall retail and advertising portfolio.

different regions.

In 2015, Fiona joined HCC as a Senior Risk Underwriter,
maintaining responsibility for the retail and advertising

Andy Aldridge worked in the Trade Credit market for almost

portfolio, as well as developing relationships with clients and

18 years. 11 years at Harvey Bowring and Amlin Credit

brokers.

across various roles including claims, risk and commercial
progressing to Northern Underwriting Director managing the

Ray Massey
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Dennis Kennedy

Andy Aldridge

regional portfolio responsible for new business and renewals

Laura quickly developed an extensive knowledge of

in addition to working on pricing models, systems and

sector characteristics and individual buyers within Food &

business plans.

Beverage.

Moving to QBE Trade Credit, again responsible for the

Moving to AIG in 2009 as both a commercial and risk

northern regional portfolio, Andy re-wrote the pricing model

underwriter for the Food Sector portfolio, Laura established

in 2009 and updated systems & procedures while also

a reputation as a leading underwriter in the sector and

significantly growing the presence and reputation of the

oversaw a significant growth in portfolio.

business.

Laura joined HCC as a Senior Credit Underwriter in October

Andy joined HCC in September 2015 as commercial

2015 managing the Food and Beverage sectors and is

underwriting manager and will be a key member of the

already driving an increase in portfolio and reputation.

team in developing the strategy going forward.
Damien Dawson has worked in the Credit Insurance industry
Tom Bryant joined Amlin Credit from Aon in 2004 as a

since 1987 when he started his career with Trade Indemnity

junior risk underwriter and quickly specialised in metals

as a Management Trainee. He spent 15 years there,

& engineering. Working with a sizeable and demanding

followed by 2 years broking at Marsh and then returned to

portfolio, Tom quickly demonstrated the customer service

underwriting as Amlin Commercial Director in 2003.

and personal skills required and gained extensive sector

He joined HCC on 1st November 2015 as our Head of

and buyer knowledge over a 5r period before joining Euler

New Business and Broker Development following 5yr

Hermes and on to Stemcor Holdings for metals trading

tenure at Euler Hermes World Agency where he was the

before joining HCC in June 2015 as senior risk underwriter.

Regional Director Account Management for UK and Ireland.

Tom brings a market-leading reputation and knowledge to a

Damien has a broad experience in account management

large and potentially challenging market sector in the UK.

on large complex cases and has excellent broker and client
relationships.

Laura Devoir has worked within the Trade Credit Insurance
Market for 16 years where she started her career at Amlin

For more information,

Credit as a Risk Analyst. Looking after a number of sectors

please visit www.hcc.com/international

including glazing, timber, plastics, food and beverage,

Tom Bryant

Laura Devoir

Damien Dawson
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Dave MacDonald Joins The Guarantee
as National VP Corporate Insurance
Alister Campbell, CEO of The Guarantee Company of North America (The Guarantee)
is pleased to announce that Dave MacDonald has been appointed as National Vice
President, Corporate Insurance, effective November 10, 2015.

Dave is accountable for directing and managing

role was AVP of a major insurer with accountability

all aspects of product, underwriting, marketing,

for all aspects of the production, underwriting and

business development, distribution, and supporting

profitability of Professional/ Financial (D&O, E&O and

strategies for The Guarantee’s Corporate Insurance

Fidelity), Specialty Casualty and Surety lines. He has

line of business. He joins a knowledgeable and

a wealth of experience in managing D&O and E&O

experienced team who actively monitor emerging

portfolios in order to gain and maintain profitable

exposures and trends to tailor coverage to the

market share through portfolio diversification,

unique needs of the client.

disciplined underwriting and broker distribution
expansion. Dave has a business degree with a

Dave MacDonald

Dave brings 35 years of industry experience

major in finance and is a member of the Professional

to The Guarantee, including roles of increasing

Liability Underwriters Society.

accountability in Corporate Insurance, with a
thorough knowledge of D&O, E&O, Fidelity,

For more information,

Employment Practices Liability, Fiduciary Liability,

please visit www.theguaranteeus.com

and experience with CGL policies. His most recent

New Deputy CEO appointed to
Garant Management Board
In its meeting on 27 November 2015, the Supervisory Board decided on a new
appointment to the Management Board of Garant. Effective 1 January 2016, Brigitta
Ayasch, joined the Management Board as a new Deputy CEO alongside Michael Frank,
CEO and Christian Hendriks, Deputy CEO.
Brigitta Ayasch

‘Within her new responsibilities on the

and political risk insurance market. “On behalf

Management Board, Brigitta Ayasch continues

of Garant, I would like to express our sincere

appointment as CFO in 2012, Brigitta Ayasch

to serve as Chief Financial Officer, thereby

gratitude to Dmitry Lokshin for his many years

worked with one of the big four consulting and

bringing the operational management structure

of work on Garant´s Management Board and

auditing companies as an expert focusing on

of Garant in line with Credendo Group

we all wish him all the very best in his pursuing

business set-ups and operations, after tenures

subsidiaries where a CEO is supported by a

new challenges outside Credendo Group”

with a leading international brand manufacturer

Chief Operating Officer and a Chief Financial

commented Michael Frank who also took

and a major Austrian Banking Group.

Officer. Dmitry Lokshin whose mandate

the opportunity to congratulate Mrs. Brigitta

as Deputy CEO expired end of last year

Ayasch on her appointment and to welcome

For more information,

left Garant after 15 years of very valuable

her to the Management Board.

www.garantinsurance.com

service to the company. He has contributed
significantly to the successful development of

Prior to joining Garant in 2005 as head of

Garant into an international player in the credit

Finance and Accounting Department and her
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By the International Credit Insurance & Surety Association

A Guide to Trade Credit Insurance
A practical and accessable industry-wide reference on Trade
Credit Insurance, written by a team of industry experts.
This compact volume is a practical guide for anyone
interested in Trade Credit Insurance. The International
Credit Insurance & Surety Association (ICISA) presents an
approachable but detailed guide written collaboratively by
carefully selected industry experts. The guide describes
the ‘lifeline’ of the credit insurance product, from the initial
application stage to the expiration phase of the policy,
including practical use aspects for credit managers. The
volume offers compact information on the history of trade,
the need for protection against trade credit risks, and
solutions offered by credit insurance providers. The focus

Key selling points

is on short term credit, including whole turnover policies

•	Collaboration of a diverse group of experts from top

and single risk policies.

organizations around the world
•	Written in an approachable style, accessible to

Readership

the non-specialist

Suitable for anyone interested in Trade Credit Insurance,

•	Includes extended glossary of key terminology

from credit managers to policymakers.

•	Includes a list of relevant resources for further reading

Contents

About the Author(s) / Editor(s)

Foreword; Introduction; Disclaimer; 1. What is trade?;

The International Credit Insurance & Surety Association

2. What is trade credit insurance?; 3. Product types; 4.

(ICISA) brings together the world’s leading companies

Risk types; 5. Typical set-up of a trade credit insurance

providing trade credit insurance and surety bonds.

contract; 6. Premium, the price for cover; 7. Day-to-day

ICISA promotes technical excellence, industry innovation

policy management; 8. Buyer risk underwriting in trade

and product integrity, as well as addressing business

credit insurance; 9. Debt collection; 10. Imminent loss

challenges generated by new legislation.

and indemnification; 11. Renewal, expiry, termination
of a policy; 12. Single risk business; 13. The single
risk insurance market: Private and public players; 14.
Reinsurance of Trade Credit Insurance; Trade Credit
Insurance resources; Glossary of trade credit terminology

Where to order my copy
To order a copy of the book ‘A Guide to Trade Credit Insurance’,
please visit www.amazon.com.
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Clement Booth will step down as chairman of the
Supervisory Board of Euler Hermes on 25 May 2016
Clem Booth joined the Euler Hermes Supervisory Board in
September 2009 and has served as its chairman since January 2010.
He will step down as chairman and retire from the Supervisory Board
on 25 May 2016.
“It has been an honor to serve as chairman of the Euler

Clem Booth’s insurance industry career spans more than

Hermes Supervisory Board as we worked closely with

42 years, in which he has held senior management and board

the board of management to transform the company

positions at a number of leading re/insurance companies. He

while sustaining its market leadership,” said Booth. “In

was a member of the board of management of Allianz SE until

the uncertain period following the financial crisis, Euler

his retirement from the company in December 2014. Prior to

Hermes maintained its profitability and relevance by helping

that, Booth was chairman and CEO of Aon RE International

customers navigate both choppy waters and emerging

and spent 18 years with Munich RE AG, including as a

opportunities. During that time the Supervisory Board was

member of the board of management. He was also a member

also strengthened to more closely mirror the company’s

of the board of the Association of British Insurers until the

strategy. I would like to thank my Board colleagues for their

end of 2014. Booth is currently a member of the board of

commitment, collaboration and contributions to the success

Hyperion, and serves as non-executive chairman of the board

of Euler Hermes. I would also like to thank the Board of

of its international underwriting business, DUAL. He is also a

Management for their excellent efforts over the years.”

non-executive director on the boards of South Africa-based
financial services groups Sanlam and Santam, and serves as

The Annual General Meeting on 25 May 2016 will announce

director of Saracens Rugby Club in the UK..

the election of the new chairman of the Supervisory Board
and consecutively the new composition of the Supervisory

For more information, please visit www.eulerhermes.com

Board.

Euler Hermes appoints Loeiz Limon
Duparcmeur as Italy country manager
Euler Hermes has appointed Loeiz Limon Duparcmeur as country manager for Euler Hermes Italy, effective
1 May 2016. Based in Rome, he will lead the Italian business unit and its 400 employees, and report to Luca
Burrafato, Euler Hermes head of Mediterranean Countries, Middle East and Africa region (MMEA).
Limon Duparcmeur succeeds Burrafato, who was

Limon Duparcmeur holds a degree of Mathematics Applied

appointed head of the MMEA region earlier this month.

to Economics from the University of Paris Dauphine and the
ENSAE (French National School of Statistics).

Loeiz Limon Duparcmeur joined Euler Hermes in 1995 as
a junior investment manager in Paris and was appointed

For more information,

senior financial controller in 1999. He became finance

www.eulerhermes.com

director, Euler Hermes Netherlands in 2003, and Group
financial controller in 2006 in Paris. He was appointed
finance director of Euler Hermes UK in 2008, chief financial
and administration officer for Euler Hermes Italy and MMEA
in 2010, and finance director, Euler Hermes Group, his
current position, in July 2015.
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Euler Hermes appoints Fabrice Desnos,
head of Northern Europe region; Holger Schaefer,
head of Asia Pacific region
Euler Hermes announced the appointment of Fabrice Desnos as head of Northern European region and
Holger Schaefer as head of Asia Pacific region. The appointments are effective June 1, 2016.
“Fabrice Desnos has gained broad multi-sector,

Holger Schaefer, CEO of Allianz Global, Corporate &

multi-country regional experience in the trade credit

Specialty (AGCS) Pacific with responsibility for Australia

industry. He will now bring the flexible, responsive,

& New Zealand, succeeds Desnos as head of region

entrepreneurial spirit of the Asia Pacific region to

for Euler Hermes APAC. He will move from Sydney to

northern European markets, as that area continues

Hong Kong. Schaefer began his career with Allianz

its economic recovery and manages ongoing socio-

in 1985. He joined AGCS in 2007 as head of market

political volatility,” said Wilfried Verstraete, chairman of

management for Germany and global head of sales

the Euler Hermes board of management. “We welcome

and market management in the company’s London

Holger Schaefer’s solid underwriting experience with

headquarters, before relocating to Australia in 2010.

B2B clients and strong broker distribution experience.
Both are key for Euler Hermes, particularly in a region

The Euler Hermes Northern European region includes

we consider to be a long-term driver of growth.”

16 countries: Belgium, Bulgaria, Czech Republic,
Denmark, Finland, Hungary, Ireland, Luxembourg,

Fabrice Desnos, currently head of the Asia Pacific

the Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Romania, Russia,

region since 2012, succeeds Ludovic Sénécaut who

Slovakia, Sweden, and the UK.

has joined the Euler Hermes Group management board
as chief operating officer responsible for operations

The Euler Hermes APAC region includes 15 countries:

and IT services, as previously announced. Desnos will

Australia, China, Hong Kong, India, Indonesia, Japan,

relocate from Hong Kong to Brussels to oversee the

Malaysia, New Zealand, Philippines, Singapore, South

16-country Northern Europe region. He joined Euler

Korea, Sri Lanka, Taiwan, Thailand and Vietnam.

Hermes in 1996, and held senior financial positions in
both France and the United Kingdom. In 2003 he was

For more information,

appointed chief financial officer of Euler Hermes UK and

www.eulerhermes.com

CEO in 2008. He is a graduate in engineering, IT and
telecommunications from the Ecole Centrale in Lyon,
and in finance and economics from the Institut d’Etudes
Politiques in Paris.

Fabrice Desnos

Holger Schaefer
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Euler Hermes appoints six country CEOs:
Jules Kappeler, GCC; Dominique Spiranski, Nordic
countries; Daria Yakovleva, Russia; Paul Flanagan,
Poland; Francis Jespers, the Netherlands;
Bernd Lehmann, Belgium
Euler Hermes announced the appointment of six country chief executive officers (CEOs) within its Northern Europe and
Mediterranean Countries, Middle East & Africa (MMEA) regions: Belgium, Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC), the Netherlands,
Nordic countries, Poland and Russia. All appointments are effective May 1, 2016 unless otherwise noted, and pending
regulatory approvals where required.
Jules Kappeler, CEO of Euler Hermes Nordic countries since

Belgium on June 1, 2016, and transfer from Paris to

2013, becomes GCC country CEO following the resignation

Brussels. His successor will be announced separately.

of Mahan Bolourchi. Kappeler will be responsible for Euler
Hermes operations in Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi

Spiranski, Yakovleva, Flanagan, Jespers and Lehmann

Arabia and the UAE. He will relocate from Stockholm to

will all report to the head of the Euler Hermes Northern

Dubai and report to Luca Burrafato, head of MMEA region.

European region, whose appointment will be announced
separately following the promotion announced earlier of

Dominique Spiranski, CEO of Euler Hermes Russia since

former regional head Ludovic Sénécaut to the Euler Hermes

2011, succeeds Kappeler as country CEO of Euler Hermes

board of management.

Nordic countries. He will be responsible for Euler Hermes
activities in Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden, and

Jules Kappeler joined Euler Hermes Switzerland from Credit

relocate from Moscow to Stockholm.

Suisse in 1998, first as key account manager, then head
of sales. He was appointed Switzerland CEO in 2010 and

Daria Yakovleva, chief financial officer of Euler Hermes

Nordics CEO in 2013. A native of Switzerland, Kappeler

Russia since 2013, is promoted to country CEO and

holds an executive MBA from HWZ University of Zurich.

succeeds Spiranski. She remains based in Moscow.
Dominique Spiranski joined the Risk department of Euler
Paul Flanagan, regional risk director for Northern Europe

Hermes SFAC in Paris in 1991, and transferred to the

since 2010, will become with immediate effect country

company’s North America operations in 2001 where he was

CEO of Euler Hermes Poland, and transfer from London to

responsible for various U.S. and Canadian Risk activities

Warsaw. He replaces Rafal Hiszpanski who resigned from

before being appointed CEO of Euler Hermes Mexico from

the company to pursue other career opportunities.

2004-2010. He was appointed CEO of Euler Hermes Russia
in 2011. He began his career with Société Générale in 1988

Francis Jespers, CEO of Euler Hermes Belgium since

and holds degrees from the CESEM business management

2012, will transfer from Brussels to ’s-Hertogenbosch

school in Reims, France and ESB business school in

and becomes country CEO of Euler Hermes Netherlands,

Reutlingen, Germany.

effective April 1, 2016. He succeeds Milo Bogaerts, who
has been appointed director of market management,

Daria Yakovleva joined Euler Hermes Russia in 2011 as

commercial and distribution (MMCD) activities for the Euler

chief financial officer, having served in a similar position with

Hermes Northern Europe region.

Munich RE Life in Russia from 2006. She began her career
in accounting with PepsiCo followed by the Independent
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Bernd Lehmann, group head of Human Resources since

Media publishing house, both in Moscow - at the latter she

2009, will succeed Jespers as country CEO of Euler Hermes

became deputy finance manager in 2002. She joined Ford
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Motor Company with responsibilities for budget control and

of its executive committee, having served in positions

analysis in 2003, becoming acting finance director in 2005.

of increasing responsibility in sales and distribution. This

She holds a masters degree in accounting and auditing

included being appointed commercial and marketing

from the Financial University in Moscow, and completed

director, and to the executive committee, in 2002. He is also

studies in corporate financial strategy in global markets and

chairman of the supervisory board of Euler Hermes Services

leadership at INSEAD and ESMT, respectively.

Belgium and has served on the supervisory boards of
Eurofactor Belgium and Mundialis. Jespers holds a masters

Paul Flanagan joined Euler Hermes (then Trade Indemnity

degree in law from the Catholic University of Leuven.

plc) in London in 1991 as a financial accountant, was
appointed chief financial officer of Euler Hermes UK in

Bernd Lehmann joined Euler Hermes as global head of

1998, and in 2002 became director of Risk Underwriting,

Human Resources in 2009, and has been a member of

Information and Claims (RIC). In 2007 Flanagan was

the supervisory board of Euler Hermes RE since 2013.

appointed CEO of Euler Hermes Canada and transferred to

He previously served as head of Human Resources for

Montreal. He returned to London in 2010 as regional risk

Allianz Global Investors Europe and from 2003-2007 as

director for the Northern Europe region. A native of Ireland,

regional head of Human Resources for Allianz Asia Pacific,

he began his career as an accountant and auditor, moving

and was director of the board of Allianz Life Insurance

to London in 1989 to join Sun Exploration and Production,

Malaysia Berhad. He began his career as an attorney and

an international oil exploration company. He is a certified

initially joined the Allianz group of companies in 1996 in

accountant, chartered director of the Institute of Directors,

Germany as assistant manager to the director of Allianz

and received an MBA in finance and strategy from the Open

Lebensversicherung, where he was promoted in 1998 to

University.

head of HR and Legal. He then worked at Assurances
Générales de France from 2000-2003 before joining Allianz

Francis Jespers joined Euler Hermes in 1993 from

Asia Pacific in Singapore in 2003.

Compagnie Belge d’Assurance Crédit (COBAC), following
its acquisition by the French credit insurer SFAC that was

For more information,

eventually merged into the Euler Hermes Group. In 2012 he

please visit www.eulerhermes.com

was named CEO of Euler Hermes Belgium and chairman
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Euler Hermes appoints Luca Burrafato, CEO,
Mediterranean Countries, Middle East and Africa
(MMEA) region and Anil Berry, CEO, World Agency
Euler Hermes announced the appointment of Luca Burrafato as head of the Mediterranean Countries,
Middle East and Africa (MMEA) region, and Anil Berry as CEO, World Agency, dedicated to multinational
clients. These appointments are effective 1 April 2016, pending the required regulatory approvals.
Luca Burrafato succeeds Michele Pignotti who, as

Burrafato began his career in 1993 at Banca Nazionale del

previously announced, is joining the Euler Hermes Board

Lavoro; he then joined Deutsche Bank as head of Strategic

of Management in Paris, with responsibilities for Market

Direction of the CO.R.E. Division (corporate banking,

Management. Burrafato, appointed country manager for

factoring, leasing and real estate). In 2000 he became senior

Euler Hermes Italy in July 2015, becomes responsible for the

manager at Accenture, and in 2003 joined UBI Banca as

development of the 14-country MMEA region, which also

head of strategic organization, becoming sales director of

includes Italy. He will report to Pignotti.

UBI Factor with responsibility for domestic and international
business in 2008. In 2011 he was appointed CEO of GE

Anil Berry, head of Market Management, Commercial and

Capital Finance, a factoring company held by GE Capital

Distribution (MMCD) at World Agency, is promoted to chief

Interbanca group. Burrafato holds a degree in Economics

executive officer of that organization, following the retirement

from Bergamo University and a Master of Business

of Nicolas Delzant after a Euler Hermes career spanning close

Administration from Bocconi University in Milan.

to 40 years in a wide range of management roles. Berry will
report to Wilfried Verstraete, chairman of the Euler Hermes

Berry was appointed head of World Agency MMCD in April

Board of Management.

2015, having previously served as MMCD director for the
Euler Hermes Asia Pacific region. After beginning his career

“The MMEA region and the multinational clients World

at Sun Alliance Insurance, Berry joined Euler Hermes UK

Agency serves are important long-term growth markets for

in 1997 as a commercial underwriter. He then held various

Euler Hermes,” said Wilfried Verstraete. “Each involves both

management positions before being appointed CEO for the

mature and developing markets, as well as different and often

Gulf Cooperation Countries (GCC) in 2008, and CEO of Euler

contrasting economic scenarios. The knowledge we offer

Hermes Hong Kong and head of MMCD for the Asia Pacific

clients across these markets -- and our ability to anticipate

region in 2012. He holds a degree in Economics from the

or react swiftly to changes -- is increasingly important.

University of East Anglia in the UK.

MMEA and World Agency clients will therefore benefit from
the international experience Luca and Anil bring to their new
roles. I would also like to thank Nicolas Delzant for his many
contributions and unwavering commitment to Euler Hermes
for almost four decades.”
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New CEO at Munich Re (Group)
The Supervisory Board of Munich Reinsurance Company accepted the request by CEO Nikolaus von
Bomhard to leave the Board of Management – and also to step down as CEO – per 26 April 2017, which
is the date of the 2017 Annual General Meeting. Joachim Wenning (51) was appointed as the new CEO
with effect from 27 April 2017.
Wenning has been responsible for international

For more information,

life reinsurance business on Munich Re’s Board of

www.www.munichre.com

Management since the beginning of 2009. He has also
been responsible for human resources since 1 October
2013 and became Munich Re’s Labour Relations
Director on that date. His appointment to the Board of
Management was extended to 31 December 2021 at
today’s meeting of the Supervisory Board.

Nikolaus von Bomhard

Joachim Wenning
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Training Schedule 2016

STECIS - The Trade Credit Insurance & Surety Academy
Training and education on Trade Credit Insurance and Surety is provided by STECIS, the educational foundation endorsed by ICISA.
STECIS promotes knowledge and professionalism in the technical theory and practice (case studies) of trade credit insurance and surety
underwriting. This includes in-depth analysis of industry developments, the terminology and the current market.
STECIS develops two-day training seminars, fly-in & fly-out seminars

The seminar fee for 2014 is € 2.200.-- and includes all training

and tailor-made in-company training programs. They are all highly

material, the welcome cocktail & all meals (dinners & lunches).

intensive and interactive with the highest standard of knowledge

Travel costs and any additional expenses (e.g. hotel room, phone,

sharing and offer a unique networking opportunity. Participation is

(mini) bar) are not included.

valued by professionals from inside and outside the industry such
as the media or civil servants of Ministries and other administrative

Discount for ICISA member companies

authorities.

As the International Credit Insurance & Surety Association (ICISA)
strongly endorses the STECIS training seminar programme,

The basic training seminars are open to participants with up to 3

ICISA member companies receive a 5% discount on the total seminar

years of work experience. The advanced training seminars are open to

fee. Companies (ICISA members and non-ICISA members) registering

participants who have attended the basic training seminars or have at

three or more participants to one training seminar,

least 4 years of relevant work experience.

receive a 10% discount on the total seminar fee.

Participants STECIS Training Seminars April 2015
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STECIS Basic Training

STECIS Advanced Training

Seminar Program April 2016

Seminar Program July 2016

STECIS Trade Credit Insurance Training Seminar

STECIS Trade Credit Insurance Advanced Training Seminar

(21 - 22 April 2016, The Hague, NL)

(Underwriting & Claims Handling)

This two-day in-depth basic level training seminar in Trade Credit

(30 June - 1 July 2016, The Hague, NL)

Insurance for professionals from inside and outside the trade
credit insurance industry with up to 3 years of

‘The Essence of Trade Credit Insurance’

work experience.

Day 1: Underwriting
Day 2: Claims Handling

Among others the following subjects will be addressed:
Introduction to trade credit insurance, Market overview,

This two-day advanced training seminar in Trade Credit Insurance

Underwriting credit risks; pricing, problem buyer management,

for experienced professionals (4 years experience and more) is

credit solutions for different customer segments, Political risk,

modular. Participants can choose to attend one or both modules.

Detecting early signs of financial stress, Claims handling, Precredit risk, Probable Maximum Loss (PML), Reinsurance.

STECIS Surety Advanced Training Seminar
(30 June - 1 July 2016, The Hague, NL)

STECIS Surety Training Seminar (21 - 22 April 2016, The
Hague, NL)

‘Best Practices in Uncertain Times - Underwriting, Claims
Handling and Business Development in Surety Today’

‘A Focus on the Fundamentals of Surety’
Among others the following subjects will be addressed:
This two-day in-depth basic level training seminar in Surety for
professionals from inside and outside the surety industry with up

A two-day in depth training in underwriting surety and

to 3 years of work experience.

managing risks during a recession. The seminar is aimed at
experienced surety underwriters (recommended 4 years’

Among others the following subjects will be addressed:

experience or more).

Understanding the Surety business in general, Analysis of the
Surety markets worldwide, Objectives and assessment of client
and job site visits, Risk management in recession times,
Underwriting bonds, Fronting, Risk management policy,
Reinsurance, co-insurance and capacity, Early warning signs and

For more information

reasons for companies to fail.
STECIS - The Trade Credit Insurance & Surety Academy
Tel. +31 (0) 20 528 51 70
info@stecis.org, www.stecis.org
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